Computational fluid dynamics modeling was used to investigate changes in blood transport topology between rest and exercise conditions in five patient-specific abdominal aortic aneurysm models. MRI was used to provide the vascular anatomy and necessary boundary conditions for simulating blood velocity and pressure fields inside each model. Finite-time Lyapunov exponent fields and associated Lagrangian coherent structures were computed from blood velocity data and were used to compare features of the transport topology between rest and exercise both mechanistically and qualitatively. A mix-norm and mix-variance measure based on fresh blood distribution throughout the aneurysm over time were implemented to quantitatively compare mixing between rest and exercise. Exercise conditions resulted in higher and more uniform mixing and reduced the overall residence time in all aneurysms. Separated regions of recirculating flow were commonly observed in rest, and these regions were either reduced or removed by attached and unidirectional flow during exercise, or replaced with regional chaotic and transiently turbulent mixing, or persisted and even extended during exercise. The main factor that dictated the change in flow topology from rest to exercise was the behavior of the jet of blood penetrating into the aneurysm during systole.
INTRODUCTION
An abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) is a localized enlargement of the abdominal aorta that accompanies disturbed blood flow, which is thought to perpetuate aneurysm progression. Rupture of AAA is one of the leading causes of death for the older people in the U.S.A., and an exact intervention decision for this disease has always been associated with uncertainty. AAA diameter, along with patient history, is the common parameter for surgical decision, nevertheless rupture of smaller AAA is known to occur.
There is currently no pharmaceutical treatment of AAA, and lower extremity exercise is a proposed therapy that may favorably affect the mechanisms behind the initiation and progression of AAA [1, 2] . Higher risk of AAA has been demonstrated in persons that suffer from reduced infrarenal abdominal aortic blood flow, including persons with spinal cord injury [3] , and persons with above-knee amputation [4] . Increased flow rates in the abdominal aorta associated with lower limb exercise appears to protect against atherosclerosis formation [5] , which is one of the risk factors for AAA development [6] . In addition, reduced retrograde flow, higher mean wall shear stress, lower oscillatory shear index (OSI), and a decreased diastolic length resulting from exercise [7, 8] Figure 1 . Volumetric flow rates for rest and exercise used as inlet boundary condition. systolic and diastolic blood pressures and distributed to each outlet proportional to its expected flow rate. Moderate lower limb exercise waveforms were derived from the resting waveforms by methods described in [12] . Briefly, a roughly fivefold increase in infrarenal flow and 20% decrease in flow to the abdominal branches were imposed, resulting in roughly a 2.5-fold increase in supraceliac flow depending on the patient. Diastole was shortened so that the resting heart rate was increased by 50%, and the resulting waveform was shifted to match the new supraceliac mean. This waveform was mapped to a Womerseley profile and imposed at the inlet. Figure 1 displays the rest and exercise waveforms. The exercise waveforms, and pressures derived from data in [23] , were used to compute new values for total resistance and arterial compliance, which were distributed similarly as performed for rest, except for the proximal resistance (R p ) that was kept the same as rest, and the distal resistance (R d ) was adjusted accordingly.
Each model was meshed using linear tetrahedral finite elements with maximum edge size of 500 microns. This resulted in an average mesh size of around 10 million elements, on the basis of the mesh independence study in [12] , which compared results from 2 million, 8 million, and 32 million element meshes to confirm that results showed minor grid dependence at the 8 million element mesh size. Simulations were run until the solution appeared sufficiently converged (periodicity of the pressure waves were obtained), and five subsequent cardiac cycles of the resulting velocity data were used for postprocessing computations. Table I shows the Reynolds number at the infrarenal level for each patient at peak systole during rest and exercise.
Finite-time Lyapunov exponent/Lagrangian coherent structures computations
The velocity field data from image-based CFD provide instantaneous flow field information. When viewed directly, these data or other instantaneous measures derived from them do not typically shed much insight into blood transport. That is, the chaotic nature of fluid trajectories is often not recognizable from inspection of instantaneous rate of change information. However, the velocity data can be used to solve directly for the trajectories of fluid element. Resulting trajectory data are highly complex in most realistic flows, and the computation of LCS provides a framework to uncover the underlying templates of fluid trajectory motion [24] . Namely, turning points in the flow due to vortical structures, flow separation, or flow attachment result in partitionings of the flow that are uncovered by LCS.
A relatively robust and straightforward method to identify LCS is by the computation of FTLE fields and extracting LCS as hypersurfaces that locally maximize the FTLE measure [25, 26] . In order to compute FTLE, a grid of fluid elements (massless tracers) in the region of interest is 283 advected by the velocity field v.x, t/ obtained by CFD, that is, the positions of tracers are obtained from the advection equation
over a grid of initial conditions fx.t 0 /g. The flow map
is computed at each initial condition by integration of Equation (1) with an integration time . The FTLE is then computed at each location as [25] :
where k.k 2 is the induced 2-norm. The repelling LCS were extracted from the FTLE field computed using a positive integration time ( > 0), whereas the attracting LCS were obtained by integration backward in time ( < 0). The integration time was set to the cardiac cycle length T for each case, which is typically a suitable choice for cardiovascular applications [14] . The 1=j j factor was dropped in the FTLE definition (Equation 3) in order to prevent spurious FTLE values that occur when tracers leave the computational domain in a short time. The FTLE field was computed every 1/25th of the cardiac cycle (i.e., t 0 D i T=25 for i D 0, : : : , 24) to evaluate the time evolution of the LCS.
Quantification of mixing
Lagrangian coherent structures help to reveal the mechanisms of advective transport. However, to quantify mixing via a single measure, a metric is needed. In order to quantify mixing, we follow the definitions of mix-norm and mix-variance in [16] and propose a suitable scalar field to be used for these measures. The key idea of mix-norm is to integrate the square of the averaged values of the given field over a set of sub-domains, instead of the whole space, so that mixing over all the scales can be assessed.
To understand mixing, we evaluate how new blood penetrating into the aneurysm occupies the aneurysm as compared with the blood that is initially inside the aneurysm. That is, two sets of dense tracers that follow the fluid are introduced. First, tracers are seeded to initially occupy the entire aneurysm at t D 0 (initial tracers). These tracers are released only once. Second, tracers are constantly released on the basis of the flow rate at the inlet of the aneurysm (inlet tracers). These tracers are released at all times. A scalar function c is defined as the percentage of inlet tracers on a volumetric basis, Equation (4) .
Let be the domain of interest (the aneurysm in this case). The aneurysm is divided into distinct equally-spaced sub-domains i .s j /, such that
where N s j is the total number of sub-domains, and s j is the particular length scale used to form the sub-domains. The function c i .s j , t/ in domain i .s j /, and at time t is obtained by
where x.t / is the tracer position given by Equation (1) . Therefore, c i is the percentage of inlet tracers in sub-domain i , which is a function of time and the size s j of i . A metric is developed to measure c over the domain
Subsequently, the mix-norm is defined by further developing a metric to measure c over all choices of length scales s jˆ.
where N t is the total number of length scales used (s j , j D 1, : : : , N t ). The mix-norm quantifies the ratio of 'new blood' to 'old blood' in a way that is invariant of location or scale. Our goal is to observe howˆchanges over time in each AAA between rest and exercise. In order to quantify variations of the amount of mixing throughout the domain, we compute the mix-variance. To define mix-variance, the mixing in the entire domain is evaluated by replacing i .s j / in Equation (4) with . Denoting the resulting function as c.t/, the mix-variance iŝ
The previously mentioned procedure was repeated for each 1/25th of the cardiac cycle and for a total of five cardiac cycles. The tracer initial positions were seeded with a uniform spacing of 1 mm in each direction. A total of five different length scales (N t D 5) were used in mix-norm calculations. These scales divided the aneurysm to 2 3 , 4 3 , 6 3 , 8 3 , 10 3 number of sub-domains in each case. Residence time was also computed to evaluate stasis. The PRT is calculated as the minimum time needed for a tracer at position x 0 at time t to leave the domain , that is,
The PRT was calculated for five cardiac cycles with the same spatial resolution of the tracer seeding used for mix-norm calculations. Regions of high residence time are thought to play an important role in the formation of thrombus because of low particle clearance that can lead to platelet aggregation [27] . To quantify the overall level of PRT for each case, a mix-norm for PRT was calculated (ˆ.PRT .x 0 , t I // ) on the basis of the method described earlier.
In performing Lagrangian post processing, tracers may cross no-slip boundaries (vessel wall) because of the discrete nature of integration. This can lead to errors in Lagrangian-based measures if not properly handled. As discussed in prior publications [28, 29] , an efficient, yet accurate, method to solve this problem is to impose a very small inward velocity at the no-slip nodes along the vessel walls that effectively negates or reverses a particle's outward normal velocity component (as may be expected for when a cell or other particle collides with the vessel wall). The imposed inward velocity is typically set such that the local CFL condition is at least three orders of magnitude less than one; that is, a very small but finite inward velocity is needed to prevent leakage due to truncation errors. Using this method helped ensure, in an accurate manner, that particles only leave the fluid domain through model outlets, as expected. Figure 2 displays the computational models and the sagittal cross sections used for displaying the FTLE results. The following figures show the backward and forward FTLE fields at different phases of the cardiac cycle for the five patients. The color bars are scaled to the maximum range of each case accordingly. It should be noted that the FTLE fields were derived from full 3D computations; however, a cross section of these fields have been chosen to simplify visualization. Copyright However, exercise appears to contribute to furthering flow separation on the anterior wall. Specifically, under resting conditions, there is a prominent separation bubble that forms in the upper anterior aspect of the aneurysm during systole because of the sudden expansion of the anterior wall. Furthermore, the penetrating systolic jet rolls up into a large laminar vortex ring, which is fully developed and most clearly observed during mid-deceleration (first column, middle row). Therefore, two sources of recirculation are present in the anterior bulge; one is from the core of the vortex ring and the other from the separation bubble. Both regions are bound by prominent LCS during mid-deceleration. Under exercise conditions, the jet does not appear to roll up into a vortex ring but instead the increased flow results in relatively unidirectional flow through the innermost region of the aneurysm. However, flow separation at the proximal anterior wall of the aneurysm clearly persists, and roll-up associated with this separation is observed during peak systole (second column, top row). Under resting conditions, the impingement and break up of the large systolic vortex ring lead to mixing because of the large-scale vortices throughout the aneurysm during diastole (1st column, bottom row). However, this is not the case under exercise. The unidirectional flow through the innermost regions results in the anterior bulge remaining relatively cut offs from the penetrating inflow throughout the cardiac cycle. The fluid in this separated region does eventually mix over several cardiac cycles with the blood pumping through the aneurysm, but this occurs through entrainment and detrainment mechanisms into and out of the recirculation regions, not a complete washout of the recirculation zone. For this patient, exercise never removes, or even reduces, separated recirculating flow in the anterior bulge. Figure 4 displays the FTLE fields for Patient 2. Under resting conditions, flow into the aneurysm rolls up into a vortex ring, which is indicated by the low FTLE values in the proximal segment 287 during peak systole (first column, top row). Immediately distal to this vortex is highly chaotic flow, as indicated by the region of high backward FTLE. This disorganization to the flow appears to quickly destabilize the vortex, which leads to break up in the proximal segment during deceleration. Under exercise conditions, the systolic jet is able to penetrate slightly farther into the main aneurysm bulge. The jet appears to lack the strength or coherence to penetrate through the aneurysm, which is contrary to what was observed for Patient 1. During rest, the proximal breakdown of the jet creates highly chaotic flow in the proximal aneurysm during diastole (first column, bottom row). However, the deeper penetration of the jet prior to breakdown during exercise leads to significantly higher chaotic mixing in the distal segment (second column, bottom row) under increased flow conditions. Unlike Patient 1, the highly recirculatory flow was not confined to a specific region but instead occupied most of the aneurysm. The prominent flow separation (aLCS1) and subsequent recirculation region formed on the posterior wall of the main bulge during rest conditions appeared to be removed by the highly chaotic mixing during exercise. Differences in the forward FTLE fields are also dramatic. Under resting conditions, larger-scale laminar vortical structures dominate the flow topology in the aneurysm. Under exercise conditions, there is lack of coherent flow features, and small scale mixing is observed over the entire aneurysm in the forward FTLE field. This indicates that as blood passes through the aneurysm, it becomes well mixed before reaching the iliac bifurcation. ring, and the flow topology during rest appears mainly dominated by large-scale vortices and laminar flow conditions. During exercise, the backward FTLE fields indicate that the flow into the aneurysm is coherent. However, under exercise, the inflow does break up in the distal portion of the aneurysm, leading to highly chaotic flow in the distal segment (second column, bottom row). The influence of this mixing in the distal segment to the flow through the aneurysm is apparent in the forward FTLE fields. Under rest, the forward FTLE fields indicate mild mixing as blood passes through the aneurysm. During exercise, the forward FTLE indicates vigorous and small-scale mixing as blood passes through the aneurysm, and this occurs throughout the entire aneurysm domain. Figure 6 displays the FTLE fields for Patient 4. Under resting conditions, a systolic vortex ring is formed from the jet of blood into the aneurysm during systole. Similar to Patient 2, the vortex breaks up in the proximal segment; however, for this patient, the break up of the vortex appears to result from impingement of leading edge of the vortex (aLCS1) on the anterior wall (first column, middle row). This leads to more highly disturbed flow conditions in the proximal than distal segment of the aneurysm. Indeed, the forward FTLE fields during rest showed very little change in the distal segment of the aneurysm as well. Similar to previous patients, the inflow into the aneurysm under exercise conditions does not lead to a coherent vortex ring. Also similar to Patient 2, the flow here penetrates deeper into the aneurysm during exercise, but eventually breaks up leading to disturbed flow conditions in the distal segment during exercise, instead of the proximal segment as for rest. The backward FTLE reveals the appearance of extended separation lines in exercise, that is, the separation lines in rest (aLCS2) are not removed by the jet in exercise, but instead the separation boundary (aLCS3) appears to have become extended. This separation on the posterior wall appears to contribute to the systolic vortex during rest, and systolic jet during exercise, being directed to the anterior wall. This prevents inflow from coherently penetrating into the aneurysm, even though the abdominal aorta is relatively straight, and the aneurysm is diffuse. Similarly to Patient 3, blood moving through the aneurysm is not well mixed during rest but becomes more highly mixed during exercise. Nonetheless, comparing the spacing and density of the structures in the forward and backward FTLE fields under exercise conditions with those from other patients, it is clear that less small-scale mixing may be observed for this patient during exercise. Figure 7 displays the FTLE fields for Patient 5. This patient has a highly tortuous abdominal aorta and complex bi-lobed aneurysm shape. This led to a lack of coherent flow features and mostly chaotic flow topology throughout much of the abdominal aorta under resting conditions. While exercise led to slight stabilization of the inflow jet, the overall flow topology did not change significantly for this patient. That is, mild turbulence dominated the flow in this aneurysm under both rest and exercise.
RESULTS
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Integration time.
To observe the effect of integration time in the computation of the FTLE fields, different choices of are plotted for the first patient in Figure 8 . Many of the prominent LCS are revealed even for short integration times. Comparing the FTLE fields in the forth and fifth column demonstrates that there is a little change to the actual structures revealed. Hence, increasing the integration time beyond the cardiac length typically does not introduce new LCS or significant changes to description of the flow topology. This is also in large part because after one cardiac cycle most tracers have been flushed from the computational domain and hence are no longer being tracked and therefore will not contribute to changing the FTLE.
Mixing. Figures 9 and 10 show the mix-norm and mix-variance results, respectively, for all patients. The domain in these computations was the aneurysm bulge. That is, quantification of mixing was made over the aneurysm itself, not the entire model. On the basis of the definition of the scalar function in Equation (4), the rate that the mix-norm approaches unity can be considered a metric for comparison of mixing rates among the patients. Exercise led to improvement of mixing in the aneurysm for all patients. As expected from the FTLE/LCS results, Patient 4 had the lowest mixing. The mix-variance results show the amount of variation that mixing has in the sub-domains of an aneurysm as compared with the overall mixing in the entire aneurysm quantified by the mixed norm. It can be seen from Figure 10 that mix-variance is reduced during exercise, that is, a more uniform mixing occurs throughout the aneurysm. Figure 11 shows the mix-norm residence time results. The P1.e P1.r P2.e P2.r P3.e P3.r P4.e P4.r P5.e P5.r Figure 9 . Mix-norm plots for the patients during rest (r) and exercise (e). Computations are obtained for five cardiac cycles. Figure 12 . Both the computational results and PCMRI measurements show significant swirling/vortices at the mid-aneurysm level with qualitatively similar spatial features and velocity magnitudes. This indicates that the flow features at the mid-aneurysm level seem largely induced by the geometry modeled, rather than the inlet boundary profile. The differences between the PCMRI and CFD velocity fields are multifactorial including modeling assumptions used in generating CFD flow data and cycle to cycle averaging and various filtering required in generating PCMRI flow data. Reproducibility studies of PCMRI measurements show differences similar to differences between the PCMRI and CFD results obtained herein, therefore the CFD results are expected to reasonably reproduce in vivo flow conditions inside the AAA.
DISCUSSION
Changes to flow topology from rest to exercise in patient specific AAAs have been studied. This is one of the first studies to carefully examine transport in AAA during exercise, a challenging task due to the enhanced chaotic and transiently turbulent flow features that occur under these conditions. Our results demonstrate that prominent large scale flow features generally observed during rest are removed in most, but not all, cases during exercise.
The main factor that determined the changes to the flow topology in exercise was the behavior of the penetrating jet in systole. It was previously observed that the evolution of the systolic vortex determined the flow topology in AAA under resting conditions [15] , and in a similar way, the dynamics of the penetrating jet during exercise strongly influences the flow topology in AAA under exercise conditions. The jet either washed away recirculating regions that occurred under resting conditions, leaving regions of high local mixing near the walls, or the breakdown of the jet replaced recirculation regions with regions of chaotic mixing connected throughout the entire aneurysm. Finally, the penetrating flow could in some cases add to the extent of the separated flow regions.
The regions of high forward and backward FTLE observed throughout much of the aneurysms in exercise, and during rest in some cases, represent regions of closely spaced LCS that cause enhanced mixing of the flow. These regions are referred to as chaotic because of this implied topology. While defining when a flow is chaotic is a delicate task [30] , chaotic flows are generally governed by homoclinic and heteroclinic tangles of invariant manifolds between hyperbolic sets [31] . These tangles give rise to complex phase space transport typically described as chaos. LCS can reveal analogous invariant manifolds, and indeed, the regions observed as having high FTLE were regions of dense heteroclinic tangles of LCS. The dynamics of these structures lead to complex mixing and high sensitivity to initial conditions, which are referred to as chaotic. It should be noted that these regions contain in fact high and low FTLE values but appear as regions of high FTLE when viewed macroscopically.
Regions of dense LCS can be associated with small-scale vortices from the presence of mild turbulence [32] , thus we often consider regions of dense LCS as both chaotic and transiently turbulent. However, one must take care in considering the finite-time nature of the FTLE computation to properly interpret such regions. An example is the creation of a localized region of high FTLE such as confined to the anterior wall of the aneurysm in Patient 1 during exercise. While mild levels of turbulent kinetic energy exists in much of the aneurysm during exercise, the blood inside this anterior 'pocket' is mostly cut off from the systolic jet passing through the aneurysm, and the blood outside this region is flushed from the domain relatively quickly. The blood inside the high FTLE region is not necessarily confined to this region, and it eventually mixes with the rest of the domain during diastole. In doing so, the blood eventually spreads throughout the domain resulting in further stretching and hence higher FTLE (i.e., further resolved structures) as the integration time increases. This is apparent in Figure 8 especially during exercise conditions (bottom row). The FTLE field along the proximal anterior wall corresponds to blood in, or entrained to, a region of separated, recirculating flow. The FTLE field continues to progress in this region as the integration time is increased; however, the FTLE in the rest of the domain remains relatively unchanged because blood originating in these regions has been flushed.
The increased flow rates associated with exercise increases the Reynolds number and, subsequently, the levels of turbulence intensity. The transitional behavior of the flow might question the usefulness of LCS in interpretation of transport. More specifically, the relative importance of advective mixing versus diffusive mixing is usually considered to answer this question. The domination of diffusion in quasi-turbulent flows usually does not eliminate the advective patterns, and the LCS remain in the flow for considerable time [33] . In the present study, a method was presented for direct quantification of mixing based on the fresh blood that occupies the aneurysm. The results based on this method are consistent with the interpretation of mixing from the LCS results. However, both of these methods are based on advection, and the interaction between advective and diffusive mixing contribute to the overall mixing in the aneurysm.
Several prior image-based computational studies of AAA hemodynamics have placed the inlet boundary condition in the abdominal aorta and, in doing so, often neglected the major abdominal branch arteries. Under this scenario, the flow in the aneurysm becomes sensitive to the chosen inlet velocity profile [34] . Moreover, disturbances due to flow separation from the celiac, superior mesenteric, and renal ostia, as well as induced retrograde flow in the infrarenal aorta from the presence of these branch arteries, are not properly modeled. In this study, the inlet boundary condition was imposed at the descending thoracic aorta. This, along with direct modeling of the major branch arteries proximal to the aneurysm, helped to ensure that idealization of the inlet profile would have minimal influence to flow topology in the aneurysm. As shown in Figure 12 , even though the computational results used an axisymmetric Womersley inlet profile, the vortical and swirling motions at the mid-aneurysm level were consistent with PCMRI measurement, indicating that flow topology was largely induced by the geometry, rather than the inlet boundary profile. This finding is consistent with prior results of Tang, et al., [8] who found little difference in abdominal aortic WSS and OSI patterns when prescribing either a Womersley inlet profile or a measured inlet profile obtained by PCMRI at the supraceliac level.
The flow topology may be influenced by the idealized rigid wall and Newtonian rheology assumptions. The effect of the rigid wall assumption has been shown recently to have relatively minor influence to Lagrangian measures of blood flow through a total cavopulmonary connection application [29] . Because typical deformation of AAA are of similar magnitude, we expect that fluid-structure interactions will not significantly alter the main flow features observed in this study. The effect of blood rheology on vortex formation inside AAA has been studied previously [35] . While some change to the flow topology was demonstrated, it remains unclear whether changes due to expected variations in blood rheology are significant in comparison with cycle to cycle variations in the flow and potential inaccuracies in boundary conditions (including errors in lumen reconstruction) [36] .
We have proposed a method to compare the overall PRT inside aneurysms quantitatively. Residence time is hypothesized to be correlated with thrombosis. Furthermore, higher mixing inside AAA is thought to be beneficial. However, it is not clear that poor mixing is adverse. Indeed, unidirectional flow leads to poor mixing, and this is the preferred physiologic state. Patient 3, followed by Patient 4, exhibited the most significant increase in chaotic mixing from rest to exercise. Although the backward FTLE shows that exercise is washing away some of the disturbed regions in rest, the sparse LCS in the forward FTLE during rest shows that the bulk of the flow is unidirectional. This questions whether the high mixing observed in exercise is beneficial for these patients. Nonetheless, in locations of recirculating flow, increased mixing is likely beneficial. Therefore, the ratiô .PRT , t/=ˆ.c, t/ may be considered as a parameter to correlate these advective properties of the flow to the likelihood of thrombosis. However, there are many factors that can lead to the formation of thrombus, and these parameters are only based on transport mechanisms.
There are several hemodynamic parameters in AAA that are affected by lower extremity exercise [12, 13] . Most of these parameters come from instantaneous information of the flow. However, each cardiac cycle is a continuous contribution of different phases, and 10 min of exercise is
